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Preparation for Business Process Improvement 

with Machine Learning: 6 Week Pilot 
 

Before discussing how machine learning can benefit a specific business process, it is essential to have a solid 

understanding of the process itself. Consider business processes in which you are familiar with the inputs, outputs, 

key steps, and any challenges or pain points associated with the process. 

In preparation, please review and follow these steps: 

1. Identify candidate business processes to consider for the Pilot.  But before you take action on this step, please 

read the steps below to gain a good understanding of what to consider! 

 

2. Data availability and understanding: Have a good grasp of the data that is available for the business process in 

question. This includes knowing the sources of data, the quality of the data, any limitations or biases in the data, 

and the data formats. Understanding the data will help in assessing the feasibility and potential of applying 

machine learning techniques. 

 

3. Key performance indicators (KPIs): It is important to have a clear understanding of the performance metrics or 

KPIs that are relevant to the business process. This involves defining what success looks like and identifying the 

metrics that can be used to measure the impact of applying machine learning. Having well-defined KPIs will help 

in evaluating the effectiveness of machine learning solutions. 

 

4. Knowledge of process improvement opportunities: Be familiar with the areas of the business process that could 

benefit from improvement. This could include reducing costs, increasing efficiency, improving accuracy, 

enhancing customer satisfaction, or addressing bottlenecks. Identifying the specific pain points or areas with 

potential improvement will guide the discussion on how machine learning can be applied. 

 

5. Awareness of industry trends and best practices: Consider information about the latest trends, advancements, 

and best practices in your industry related to machine learning applications. This will enable you to bring insights 

and ideas to the discussion and explore how similar organizations have leveraged machine learning to enhance 

their business processes. 

 

By having these prerequisites in place, you will be better prepared to engage in a meaningful discussion about applying 

machine learning to improve a specific business process. It will enable you to contribute actively and make informed 

decisions regarding the potential application of machine learning techniques. 
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